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On Universal Graphs With Forbidden Topological Subgraphs 
REINHARD DIESTEL 
If a class '§ of countable graphs has a member G* that contains a copy of every G E '§ then 
G* is called universal in '§. If every G E '§ is isomorphic to an induced subgraph of G* we call 
G* strongly universal in '§. By determining for which n, mEN the class '§( TK ".m) of all countable 
graphs with forbidden subdivisions of K",m has a (strongly) universal element we prove a 
conjecture of R. Halin and also show that weak and strong universality are not equivalent. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The concept of a graph G* to be universal in some class Cf} of graphs was introduced 
by Rado [8] who constructed a strongly universal element in the class of all countable 
graphs. There are various considerations that motivate the search for universal graphs, 
especially if Cf} is monotone, that is if G E Cf} and He G imply HE Cf}. One is that in this 
case G E Cf} if and only if G c G*, so a construction of G* tells us exactly how to construct 
the graphs in Cf}; see Theorem 2.1 below for an example. Another application may be 
this: given graph properties (i}! and (i}2 we want to find out whether (i}! implies (i}2' If (i}2 
is monotone and Gr is universal with respect to (i}! this is the case if and only if Gr E (i}2' 
A theorem in Pach [7] states that there exists no universal countable planar graph. 
Its proof can be extended to one establishing that the class Cf)( TK 3,3) = 
{G countable I TK 3,3 <j: G} has no universal element and thereby points to an earlier 
conjecture of Halin [6] which asserts this for every analogously defined class Cf}(TK",m), 
nand m sufficiently large. Setting out from Pach's initial idea we prove this conjecture, 
and the cases of smaller n,m;;' 2 are also treated. (For classes of the form Cf)( TK") the 
universal graph problem is solved in [4], which also contains a few other (positive) results 
and conjectures on universal graphs; a number of negative results is found in [2].) 
The notation used in this paper is that of [1]. For any two countable (i.e. finite or 
countably infinite) graphs G, G' an embedding of G in G' is an injection cP : V( G) ~ V( G') 
satisfying uVEE(G)=>cp(U)CP(V)EE(G') (although for brevity we write cp(G) for 
G'[cp(V(G))]); if the converse implication is also satisfied cp is called a strong embedding 
of G in G'. Thus G* is (strongly) universal in Cf} iff every G E Cf} can be (strongly) 
embedded in G*. Finally, if G is a graph with vertex set Nand uv E E( G) it will usually 
be assumed that U < v, and if ab is an edge of a graph G and G' = TG then P a,b denotes 
the path in G' corresponding to abo 
2. SMALL VALUES OF nAND m, WEAK AND STRONG UNIVERSALITY 
For n = m = 2, Cf}( TK",m) has an obvious strongly universal element: its blocks are 
bridges and triangles, and every cutvertex is contained in infinitely many of each. If 
n = m = 3, Cf}( TK ",m) has, as mentioned above, no universal graph. The case n = 2, m = 3, 
however, is rather interesting even in its own right, for it shows that not every class having 
a (weakly) universal element contains a strongly universal one. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let Cf}= Cf}(TK2,3). Then 
(a) Cf} contains a universal element, 
(b) Cf} contains no strongly universal element. 
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To prove this theorem-and only here-we shall make use of the theory of simplical 
decompositions developed by R. Halin. For a thorough account of definitions and results 
the reader is referred to [5], from which also the following lemma is taken. (A brief 
introduction to simplicial decompositions is also found in [3].) 
LEMMA 2.2. Let B be a prime factor of a graph G, x and y distinct vertices of B, and 
Pan x-y path in G with P n B = {x, y}. Then xy E E( G). 
PROOF OF THEOREM 2.1. (a) In order to find the simplicial factors from which we 
can build our desired universal graph we have to determine the subdivision base i!lJ of 
Cf}, i.e. the class of all elements of Cf} that occur as prime factors in some maximal graph 
of Cf}. 
Let BE i!lJ and G be maximal in Cf} with a prime graph decomposition G = (BA)A<U 
such that B = BA for some A < u. Suppose first that K(B);;;. 3. Then B = K 4, for any two 
nonadjacent vertices would be connected by three disjoint paths forming a TK 2•3• Now 
suppose K(B)=2. Then either B=K3, or else B can be separated by two vertices u, v. 
By Lemma 2.2 {u, v} also separates G. Since B is prime, uv cannot be an edge of B; we 
put B' = B u uv and G' = G u uv. As G is maximal in Cf}, G' has a subgraph H = TK 2,3 
with UV E E(H). But no TK 2,3 can be separated by two adjacent vertices, so ifCh C2 , ••• are 
the components of G'\ {u, v}, H must lie in G'[ q u {u, v}] for some i. Replacing uv by a 
u-v path pc Cj n B for a properly chosen j'" i we obtain a TK 2,3 in G contradicting 
G E Cf}. Suppose finally that K (B) ~ 1. Since B is prime this implies B = K2 or B = K I. 
Therefore i!lJ={K\ K2, K 3, K4}. 
We shall now construct our universal graph from the members of i!lJ. Put Go = K 3• 
Having defined Go, ... , Gn define Gn+1 from Gn by adding to it a new vertex Ve for each 
edge eEE(Gn)\E(Gn _ l ) and joining it to the endvertices of e. One easily proves GIe,:= 
U~=o Gn E Cf}. To define a universal element G* of Cf} put Gt = GIe,. Having defined 
Gt, ... , G!, obtain G!+I from G! by identifying infinitely many disjoint copies of 
each of GIe, and K4 in anyone vertex and identifying this vertex with v, for every 
VE V(G!). Finally, put G*=U~=o G!. 
Clearly, G* E Cf}( TK 2,3). To show the universality of G* in Cf} we let G E Cf} and define 
an embedding of G in G*. Since every G E Cf} is contained in some maximal graph of Cf} 
we may assume that G is maximal. By the construction of G* it suffices to show that 
each block of G is either a K4 or isomorphic to a subgraph of GIe, (note that Aut GIe, 
acts transitively on V(GIe,». Let B be a block of G and (BA)A<u a prime decomposition 
of B. If K(B);;;. 3, B must be complete, i.e. B = K4. If K(B) = 1 we have B = 
K 2c GIe,.Suppose therefore K(B) = 2. Then BA = K3 for all A, and all simplices of attach-
ment are isomorphic to K2. Since for any given T < u different simplices GI'-' GI'-' with 
1-',1-";;;. T can never have the same simplex of attachment in UA<1" BA we can, by the 
construction of GIe" inductively find an embedding of Bin GIe,. 
(b) For every MeN define a graph GM as follows. Put G~ = 0 and Gi,. = K3. Having 
defined Gt, ... , G~ we obtain G')jl from G~ in the following way: if n + 1 E M we 
take a new set of disjoint traingles, one triangle Te for each eEE(G~)\E(G~I) and 
add these to G~ identifying one edge of Te with e for each e; if n + 1 t M we take 
4-cycles instead of triangles. Let GM = U~=I G~; the reader may check that GM E Cf}. 
Suppose Cf} contains a strongly universal element G*. Choose strong embeddings 
'PM: V( GM ) ~ V( G*) for each MeN. Since there are uncountably many GM's but only 
countably many triples of vertices of G* there must be M, M' eN, M'" M', such that 
'PM ( G~) = 'PM'( G~,) for n = 1. Using that both 'PM and 'PM' are strong embeddings one 
easily proves by induction that this holds for all n < k = min N\(M n M'). But then we 
have TK 2,3 c 'PM ( G~) u 'PM'( G~,) contradicting G* E Cf}. 
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3. HALIN'S CONJECTURE 
We prove that for n,meN, 2o;;;no;;;m, m~4, C§=C§(TKn,m) contains no universal 
element. The basic idea of the proof is similar to the one used by Pach [7] and that of 
Theorem l(b) above. We define an uncountable set of maximal graphs GM E C§, each 
having N as its vertex set, which are such that whenever GM and GM , have embeddings 
in some graph G* E C§ that agree on their first n + m vertices these embed dings must agree 
on all of N. We then obtain two different but identically embedded graphs whose images 
in G* together contain a TK n,m. 
Let us first define a maximal graph G in C§ which will serve as a prototype for the 
GM's. Let n, mEN, 20;;; n 0;;; m, m ~ 4, and let Gn,m = (N, En,m) be defined by 
E .. ,m = { ijli <j,j - io;;; [;] + n -1, i= x(mod m) for some 1 0;;; x 0;;; [;]} 
U{ ijli<j,j-io;;; [m;l] +n-l, i=x(mod m) for some [;] <xo;;; m}. 
Note that if m is odd, two vertices i, j, i <j, are joined by an edge if and only if 
j-io;;;«m-l)/2)+n-l, whereas for even m the first m/2 natural i are joined to the 
(m/2) + n -1 following vertices, the next m/2 natural i have only (m/2) + n - 2 neighbours 
j> i, the third m/2 vertices are again adjacent to (m/2) + n -1 larger vertices etc. 
LEMMA 3.1. Gn,mE C§(TKn,m)jor all n, mEN, 20;;; nO;;; m, m~4. 
PROOF. Suppose G = Gn,m has a subgraph H = TKn,m. Let A, Be V(H) be the sets 
of branch vertices of H, IAI = n, IBI = m, and let A = {at. ... , an} where aj < aj for i <j. 
We put 
Xl ={xENlx> at. alxE En,m} 
X2 = {x E NI x < an, xan E En,m}' 
Let u be the smallest and w the greatest vertex of H, and let H be chosen such that w - u 
is minimum. 
Suppose first that an - al 0;;; Lm/2J + n -1. Then for every bE B, at least one vertex of 
Pa1,b c H lies in XI if b> at. and if b < al < an at least one vertex of Panob lies in X 2. For 
X = (Xl U X 2 )\A this implies that (X u A)\ {at. an} separates a l from an in H, contradict-
ing IXI<m. 
Let us now suppose that an - al > Lm/2J + n -1. Our choice of H implies that every 
x E N between u and w is a vertex of H. Assume that x is a subdividing vertex of H with 
neighbours y and z, y < x < z. Drop x from H, let y take its place, and move all vertices 
v < y of H up by 1. Provided that x 0;;; u + Lm/2J + n -1, this will result in a TK n•m 
contradicting the choice of H, for y will keep all its neighbours in H. Together with the 
analogous argument for x ~ w - Lm/2J - n + 1 this implies that H = Kn,m. 
Since by our assumption that an - a l > Lm/2J + n -} only vertices x with a, < x < an 
can be adjacent to both al and an, we can infer that u = at. w = an and Be Xl" X 2. This 
however is impossible, for since IXI" X21 = IXII + IX21-1 V(H)\{a), a2}1, we have 
IXI"X21 =2(m;} +n-l) -(n+m-2) = n-l < m, if m is odd, 
while for even m> n 
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and for even m = n 
IXl nX21 = (~ +m-l) +(~ +m -2) -(2m-2)= m-1. 
For every Me 1\1 and n, m E 1\1, 2:s;; n :s;; m, m ~ 4 let OM = OM,n,m = (1\1, EM) be defined 
by 
EM = [ En,m u{ {inm+ 1, inm+ l~J +n+l}liE M} ] 
{ {inm + 2, inm + l ~ J + n} liE M }. 
Edges of OM from EM \En,m will be called new edges. 
LEMMA 3.2. OM,n,m E ri( TK n,m) for all n, m E 1\1, 2:s;; n :s;; m, m ~ 4 and Me 1\1. 
PROOF. Suppose there exists some Me 1\1 such that OM has a sub graph H = TKn,m. 
Let A and B be the sets of branchvertices of H, IAI = n, IBI = m, let u be the smallest and 
w the largest vertex of H, and let H be chosen such that w - u is minimum (where the 
minimum is taken over {H' c (1\1, 1\12 ) I H' = TKn,m, H' c OM for some Me I\I}). Having 
chosen H let M among all M' with He OM' be of minimum cardinality. This means in 
particular that every new edge of OM is also an edge of H. As in the proof of Lemma 
3.1 we shall show that every vertex of OM between u and w is a branchvertex of H (and 
thereby H = Kn,m) and deduce from this a contradiction to Lemma 3.1. 
Let us first introduce some notation. If e = VI V2 is a new edge of OM, let O~ be the 
graph obtained from OM by dropping e and adding the edge {VI + 1, V2 - I}. Then 
O~=OM' for M ' =M\{(vl-1)/nm}. Furthermore, let XI={xEl\llu:s;;x:s;;u+ 
Lm/2J + n -I}, and for x E XI let 
V~={vEl\llv-l<x, v-IE V(H)}, 
V~={VE V(H)lx<v}. 
(1) Every x E XI is a vertex of H. 
PROOF OF (1). Let x E XI and suppose x is not in H. If x is not passed by any new 
edge of OM, i.e. if OM has no edge e = VI V2 with VI < x < V2, then also OM [ V~ U V~] 
contains a TKn,m, contradicting the choice of H. If, however, x is passed by a new edge 
of OM then O~[ V~ u ~] contains a TKn,m, again contradicting our choice of H. 
(2) Every x E XI is a branchvertex of H. 
PROOF OF (2). Let x E XI and suppose x is a subdividing vertex of H with neighbours 
y and z. Since (1) implies that OM[V(H)\{x}] contains no TKn,m, y and z can only be 
both smaller or both greater than x if H contains a new edge e = VI V2 with x = VI and 
{y, z} = {VI + 1, v2-1}. But then both O~ and O~[ V~ u V~] contain a TKn,m, contradict-
ing the choice of H. We may therefore assume that y < x < z. Now either y is passed by 
a new edge of OM or is itself an endvertex of a new edge (which implies O~[ V; u Vn::J 
TKn,m, as in the proof of Lemma 3.1), or else OM[ V; u V;] contains a TKn,m, both 
contradicting our choice of H. This completes the proof of (2). 
Similarly to (1) and (2) one can show that every x E X 2 = 
{xEl\llw- Lm/2J -n+l:S;;x:s;;w} is a branchvertex of H and deduce that H=Kn,m, 
V(H)={XEl\llu:s;;x:s;;w}. 
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Since w - u = n + m -1, H contains at most (and therefore exactly) one new edge 
e = VI V2' We shall assume that VI E A and V2 E B; the reverse case is analogous. By 
V2 - VI = lm/2J + n we have (VI + 1) - u ~ l(m - 1)/2J + n -1, so every neighbour of VI in 
H is adjacent to VI + 1 in G~, and every neighbour y;l; V2 of VI + 1 in H is adjacent to 
VI in G~. Therefore if {VI + 1, V2} were not an edge of H, i.e. if VI + 1 E B then G~ would 
contain a TK n.m without any new edges, contradicting Gn,m E C§(TKn,m) (with VI and 
VI + 1 swapping their roles in H). 
Hence VI + 1 E A. Analogously one proves V2 -1 E B, which then contradicts the fact 
that {VI + 1, V2 -I} is not in E(H). 
LEMMA 3.3. Let n, m EN, 2~ n ~ m, m ~4 and Mh M2 c N. Suppose G* E C§(TKn,m) 
and fPj: N = V( GM"n,m) -+ V( G*) are embeddings of GM, in G*, i = 1, 2, so that fPI and 
fP2 agree on (1,.,., n + m}. Then fPI = fP2' 
PROOF. Let VEN be minimal in N such that fPI(v);I;fP2(V) and put fP(x) = fPI(X) = 
fPix) for x < v. We shaH define sets A, B c V( G*), IAI = n, IBI = m, such that G* contains 
a TK n,m with A and B as its sets of branchvertices. 
For clarity, let us first introduce a few abbreviations. We put x = min{y E N I yx E En,m} 
and write ej(x) and e(x) for fPj(x)fP j(x + 1) and fP(x)fP(x+ 1), respectively. Edges from 
En,m \ EM, are always of the form {x, x+ I}. Given Xc N such that X = 
{x E N I c ~ x ~ c + n -l} for some c, we put 
x-={xENlc-lm;IJ~x<c} ifc=y(modm), l~y~lm/2J, 
X-={ XENI c-l~J ~X< c} if c= y (mod m), lm/2J <y~ m, 
and 
.. X+ = { X E N I c + n ~ x ~ c + l ~ J + n - 1 } if c= y (mod m), 1 ~y~ lm/2J 
X+={XENlc+n~x~c+l m;lJ+n-l} ifc=y(modm), lm/2J<y~m. 
Note that always IXI = n and {IX-I, IX+I} = H(m - 1)/2)J, lm/2J}. Vertex sets of the form 
fPj(X) are candidates for our branchvertex set A, whereas B will in most cases have the 
form fPj(X- u X+) U {fPj(Y)}. 
The foHowing cases have to be considered. 
Case 1: e(v-l(m-1)/2J -1)tE(G*). 
Put 
and 
A == fP(X), 
Then A and B are the sets of branchvertices of a TK",m in G*, where Po== 
P,.,(v-[(m-l)/2J-l),,.,(v-n-m+2) is the only path Pa,b that consists of more that one edge 
(Figure O. 
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Case 2: e(v-l(m-1)/2j)~E(G*). 
For m = 4 this case coincides with case (5) below, so we assume m;;. 5, which implies 
v -l(m -1)/2J + 1 < v. We may therefore define X as in (1) and put 
A=[~(X)\{~(v-l m;IJ)}Ju{~(v-l m;IJ+l)} 
B = [~l(X-UX+)\{ ~(v-l m; 1 J+ I)} ] U{ ~(v-l m ;1 j), ~iV)}. 
Then G*[Au B]::::> TKn,m, where eo= ~(v - n - m +2)~(v -l(m -1)/2J + 1) is the image 
of a new edge (Figure 2). 
FIGURE 2 
Case 3: e1(v)E E(G*), eiv)~ E(G*) (or equivalently with exchanged indices). 
Case 3.1: ~1(V)~~2(V+1). 
Define A and B as in (1) to obtain the TK n•m indicated in Figure 3. 
( ... ,. . .) 
<p(X- ) 
FIGURE 3 
Case 3.2: ~l(V) = ~2(V+ 1). 
Case 3.2.1: ~i v) = ~1 (y) for some y > v. 
Define X as in (1) and put A=~(X), B=~l(X-UX+)U{~l(V+1)} (Figure 4). 
~'-.-.-.-.-. -.-".) ~-~~~.<Pl (y) = <P2(v) 
<p(X-) <p(X) <Pl (X+) <Pl (v + 1) 
FIGURE 4 
Case 3.2.2: ~2( v) ~ ~1 (y) for all y > v. 
Put 
X={xENlv-n+l:O;;;x:o;;;v} 
and 
By m ;;. 4 we have x> jj + 1 for all x E X, so ei v) is not needed in the TK n,m corresponding 
to A and B (Figure 5; note that ~ix) E B is adjacent to ~l (v) E A because ~l (v) = 
~iv+ 1). 
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'1'1 (v) ='I'2(v+ 1) 
'I'(X-) '1'1 (X) I 
C. .. '" • .) Co 0 '" oS?? ~;-.-.-.-.-. -. --.) 
> " \ \ '1'1 (X+) 
...... _- ..-'-<-) 
----- '1'2 (V) 
FIGURE 5 
Case 4: e!(v),eiv)eE(G*). 
By e2( v) e E (G*) we have q>i v),c q>! (v + 1). Define X as in (1) and let 
A= (q>(X)\{q>(v+ 1)}) u {q>(v+ n)} 
(note that v + n < v because m;;. 4 and v == I (mod m», 
B = (q>!(X-u X+)\{q>(v+ n)})u{q>2(V), q>!(v+ I)} 
(Figure 6). 
FIGURE 6 
Case 5: e(v-1)eE(G*). 
Define X as in (I) and let 
A = (q>(X)\{q>(v)}) u {q>(v -I)}, 
B = (q>!(X- u X+)\{q>(v -I)}) u {q>(v - n - m + 1), q>iv)} 
(Figure 7). 
FIGURE 7 
Case 6: None of the cases (1)-(5) applies. 
Defining A and B as in (1) we get G*[Au B]:::> Kn,m. 
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THEOREM 3.4. Let n, mE ft\J, 2 ~ n ~ m, m;;' 4. Then C§( TK n,m) contains no universal 
element. 
PROOF. Suppose C§(TKn,m) has a universal element G*. By Lemma 3.2 we can find 
embeddings q>M of GM,n,m in G* for every Me ft\J. Since ft\J has uncountably many subsets 
while there are only countably many (n + m) -tuples of vertices of G*, there must be 
M,M'cft\J, M,cM', such that q>M(X) = q>M.(X) for all xEft\J, x~n+m. By Lemma 3.3 
this implies q>M = q>M'=: q>, so there exists some v E ft\J such that e( v) E E( G*) and also 
q>(v+1)q>(v)EE(G*). Let X={xEft\Jlv~x~v+n-l} and A=q>(X), B= 
q>(X-u X+) u {q>(v+ I)}. Clearly G*[A u B]:::> Kn,m, contradicting G* E C§(TKn,m). 
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